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Coffee Lectures – check out our new programme

In just 15 minutes: Get useful tools and topics to support you in your daily research work – at the Coffee Lectures by the ETH Library. Read more
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Fit in research data management – workshop series in Spring Semester 2024

Get yourself and your research project in shape with our research data management workshop programme. You can now register for the Spring Semester 2024 workshops. Read more
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Open Access: free publishing now possible in even more journals

From 2024, the ETH Library will cover the costs of publications in more journals, including Nature Communications and Scientific Reports. Read more
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Data Collection for "Internal Standard Addition System for On-Line Breath Analysis"
                         
                    



Wüthrich, Cedric (2024)
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Electric Performance of New Non-SF<sub>6</sub> Gases and Gas Mixtures for Gas-Insulated Systems
                         
                    



Franck, Christian M.; Walter, Michael; Sagareli, Sergo; et al. (2024)



IEEE Electrical Insulation Magazine


This article provides a comprehensive overview of the essential prerequisites for conducting electrical tests on emerging non-SF(6 )insulation gas mixtures in real-world scenarios. It puts forward a dedicated test series designed to offer a holistic assessment of insulation performance. Additionally, the article showcases two extensive round-robin test series carried out by contributors from the CIGRE D1.67 working group. These test results ...
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Opportunity costs of growing space – an essential driver of economical single-tree harvest decisions
                         
                    



Koster, Roman; Fuchs, Jasper M. (2022)



Forest Policy and Economics


Controlling the growing space available to trees is essential for silvicultural management. For an efficient, i.e. economical, allocation of the scarce growing space, a qualitative and quantitative knowledge of all drivers of harvest decisions is required. The fundamental Faustmann-Pressler-Ohlin-Theorem reveals these drivers at the stand level: In the economical optimum, the stand's future value increment is equal to the interest of its ...
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Quantifying Forster Resonance Energy Transfer from Single Perovskite Quantum Dots to Organic Dyes
                         
                    



Feld, Leon G.; Boehme, Simon C.; Morad, Viktoriia; et al. (2024)



ACS Nano


Colloidal quantum dots (QDs) are promising regenerable photoredox catalysts offering broadly tunable redox potentials along with high absorption coefficients. QDs have thus far been examined for various organic transformations, water splitting, and CO2 reduction. Vast opportunities emerge from coupling QDs with other homogeneous catalysts, such as transition metal complexes or organic dyes, into hybrid nanoassemblies exploiting energy ...
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Dense turbulent suspensions at a liquid interface
                         
                    



Shin, Seunghwan; Coletti, Filippo (2024)



Journal of Fluid Mechanics


The nexus between turbulence, particle interaction and interfacial tension is virtually unexplored, despite being highly relevant to a wealth of industrial and environmental settings. Here we investigate it by conducting experiments on non-Brownian spherical particles at the interface of turbulent liquid layers. The latter are electromagnetically stirred in a quasi-two-dimensional apparatus, while the particles are individually tracked. ...
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